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When Al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri was killed by a US drone strike in Afghanistan last July it had only limited impact for the group’s Middle East branches in North Africa, Yemen, and Somalia. This was in part a result of the internal cohesion created by organizational policies introduced since 2011 that gave regional branches significant autonomy. But it also spoke to Al-Zawahiri’s reduced importance as a leader in recent years as he took on more of a symbolic role as the successor to Osama bin Laden who had obtained the allegiance of Al-Qaeda’s central Shura council.

One of the key reasons why leadership on all the key fronts – security, organizational, and financial – shifted away from Al-Zawahiri was the strident claims on those spheres made by the group’s second-in-command, Mohammed Salah al-Din Zaidan, also known by the nom de guerre Saif al-Adel. From his home in Iran, Saif al-Adel has been particularly effective in taking over management of operations by the group’s branches in Syria, Yemen, and Somalia. Now the veteran Egyptian jihadist is betting on the Yemeni branch – commonly known as Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) – decisively tipping the internal balance of power in his favor so that he can officially assume leadership of the global Al-Qaeda movement, a position that remains vacant. A UN report issued this February assessed that Saif al-Adel is now de facto leader, a view supported by the US State Department – though Al-Qaeda has yet even to acknowledge the death of Al-Zawahiri. [1] Iranian officials reiterated denials that Saif al-Adel is in Iran. [2]

This paper will address three main issues. The first is the nature of the historical relationship between Al-Qaeda’s center in Afghanistan and its active branch in Yemen during the reign of Bin Laden and Al-Zawahiri. Secondly, it will examine the details surrounding the hidden role played by Saif al-Adel in Yemen, and how he has been able to build up influence, reaching a peak since Khalid Batarfi became leader in 2020. Finally, the paper will analyze the implications of Saif al-Adel’s increased influence, how it will impact Al-Qaeda in Yemen, and his chances of becoming the official agreed-upon successor to Al-Zawahiri.

The paper is based on analysis, information, documents, and data collected from three sources: Published research and journalism on Al-Qaeda; Al-Qaeda publications, including the Abbottabad documents; and information obtained from sources inside the group, including active and formerly active members inside and outside Yemen. It also relies on Yemeni sources whose close knowledge of AQAP activity means they were able to confirm many points and provide further information, including officials and tribal figures.


PART ONE:
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CENTRAL LEADERSHIP AND THE YEMENI BRANCH

Bin Laden and Al-Wuhayshi: A Father-Son Relationship (2006-2011)

In the mid-1990s, Osama bin Laden took the decision to return to Afghanistan to lead a jihad against the West. There, Bin Laden chose a Yemeni as his personal assistant, Nasser al-Wuhayshi, giving him the nom de guerre Abu Baseer. Al-Wuhayshi was Bin Laden’s loyal companion, continually present by his side until he was forced to flee to Iran after ensuring Bin Laden was safe in a fortified hiding place in the Tora Bora mountain range. Al-Wuhayshi slipped into Sunni areas of Iran until he was eventually captured by security services there. In 2003, the Iranians handed him over to the Yemeni government, which held him in a prison run by the Political Security Organization, then the country’s top intelligence branch, in Sana’a. While incarcerated Al-Wuhayshi was able to organize his comrades and win their allegiance as emir (leader) in 2004. Two years later he would escape, allowing him to start building a jihadist movement in Yemen and lead it during its golden years.

Following communications with the Al-Qaeda headquarters in Afghanistan, Al-Wuhayshi announced the formation of what he first called Al-Qaeda in the Southern Arabian Peninsula in 2007. Bin Laden formally supported Al-Wuhayshi’s move and in 2009 he also approved the plan to merge the Saudi and Yemeni branches of Al-Qaeda into a single organizational unit under Al-Wuhayshi’s leadership, adopting the name Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP). From the outset, the Yemeni branch enjoyed a special position in Bin Laden’s affections, as the letters found at his Abbottabad residence show. Following Al-Qaeda’s theory of jihad against the “distant enemy”, Bin Laden was keen to communicate to Al-Wuhayshi details of his strategic vision for concentrating on “the greater external enemy before the internal one” – meaning the United States and other Western powers before Muslim rulers – and to encourage AQAP to take a central role in those operations.

---

Based on his own experience of Yemen, Bin Laden advised focusing on establishing a presence in the southern governorates, particularly Abyan and Shabwa as strategic locations with access to the sea and isolated rural areas. He also recommended investing in the popular unrest in southern Yemen against the regime of president Ali Abdullah Saleh and taking steps to counter the secessionist Southern Movement, which Bin Laden considered an extension of the leftist movements that had dominated the south since independence from Britain in 1967 and directed his supporters to fight during the 1994 civil war, providing them with funds. In northern Yemen, he stressed the importance of accommodating Yemeni tribes and drawing on them for support. Bin Laden initially wanted to avoid a direct military confrontation with the Sana’a government but later agreed on opening limited military fronts in Abyan and Marib in 2010-11 at Al-Wuhayshi’s insistence on condition that communications remained open to give both sides the option of a truce.\[7\]

In light of the increased mobilization of the Southern Movement in Yemen, in 2010 Bin Laden advised appointing a jihadist from southern Yemen to the group’s leadership. Al-Wuhayshi responded by nominating the charismatic Yemeni-American religious scholar Anwar al-Awlaki and proposed that allegiance be given to Al-Awlaki as the leader of AQAP. But Bin Laden resisted the idea, asking Al-Wuhayshi to remain in his position as the most deserving of the post of emir and requested more detailed information on why Al-Awlaki should rise to a leadership position.\[8\] At a later date, Bin Laden told Al-Wuhayshi he should be more careful since Western media outlets were now describing Al-Awlaki as AQAP’s leader, and passed on his suspicions that the US might be spying on Al-Awlaki’s communications.\[9\]

Bin Laden was protective of AQAP for good reason – in a short time it had been able to establish an effective presence. In 2010, US intelligence classified AQAP as the most dangerous of all Al-Qaeda branches.\[10\] Months before US forces managed to kill Osama bin Laden in May 2011, the group’s leadership in Yemen started to use a more flexible and expansionist approach that aimed to take advantage of the security vacuum caused by the Arab Spring uprising. Al-Qaeda’s leadership during this period tried to ride the wave of popular protests against the Saleh regime and capitalize on the rise of Islamists to prominence across the region to achieve two objectives: to create political alliances with new government forces in Yemen – led by the Islamist Islah Party – to make the state less hostile to jihadist activity; and to use the collapse of state institutions to establish safe havens for Al-Qaeda in the southern and eastern governorates.\[11\]

---

\[7\] Ibid., pp. 111, 163, 208-9.
\[8\] Ibid., p. 5.


After Bin Laden’s death, the Yemen branch played a decisive role in the transfer of power to Al-Zawahiri. In July 2011, Al-Wuhayshi was the first jihadi leader to pledge allegiance, strengthening the bond between the two. Al-Zawahiri gave the group’s leadership in Yemen his consent to extend its writ into towns in Abyan and rural areas in Shabwa, Al-Bayda, Marib, and Hadramawt via local operatives known organizationally as Ansar al-Sharia and to conduct broader military operations against Yemeni forces. When the Houthi movement seized control of Sana’a in 2014, Al-Zawahiri left the decision on whether to cooperate with the Saudi-led coalition against the Houthis to the Yemeni leadership, as well as the decision to establish an AQAP presence in major cities like Aden, Mukalla, and Taiz during security vacuum created early in the conflict.

Al-Wuhayshi was able to rise quickly within the ranks of the general leadership of Al-Qaeda for two reasons. One was his close personal relationship with Al-Zawahiri went back to the days when both were constant companions of Bin Laden in Afghanistan. Secondly, he was able to fill a leadership vacuum following the killing of Osama bin Laden, since Al-Qaeda’s general coordinator Jamal al-Misrati (also known by the nom de guerre Atiyat Allah al-Libi) had also been killed, and the general coordinator for regional branches Younis al-Mauritani was detained in 2011, while Saif al-Adel remained under house arrest in Iran. So Al-Zawahiri appointed Al-Wuhayshi as the group’s First Deputy and began preparing him as his own successor.

To that end, Al-Zawahiri gave Al-Wuhayshi three regional tasks that exceeded his Arabian Peninsula remit, and Al-Wuhayshi succeeded in two while failing in the third. The first, in 2011, was to transform Yemen into a supply base providing fighters, funding, and arms to the jihadist movement in Syria as the country began its descent into civil war. The second, in 2012, was to manage and provide financial support for the Al-Qaeda branch in Somalia, whose formal name was the Youth Mujahidin Movement, aka Al-Shabaab.

The third, and more difficult task, was given to Al-Wuhayshi in 2014. As Al-Qaeda’s First Deputy, he was asked to step in and mediate growing disputes among jihadist groups – particularly, the conflict between the Islamic State group, which operated in Syria and Iraq, and Al-Qaeda’s Nusra Front, which operated in Syria. When Al-Wuhayshi died the following year he had not been able to move forward on this issue.

His death in a US drone strike in June 2015 dealt a blow to Al-Qaeda after a long period of successful expansion globally, but it was particularly consequential for AQAP since it then came under the leadership of Qassim al-Raymi. The Yemeni branch became more focused on internal problems and its status began to fade as a vanguard of the group’s global struggle. More importantly, Al-Wuhayshi’s killing also contributed to strengthening relations between Al-Qaeda in Yemen and the jihadist leaders residing in Iran.
PART TWO:
THE INFLUENCE OF SAIF AL-ADEL IN YEMEN

Saif al-Adel: Operating from Iran

Mohammed Salah al-Din Zaidan, a former Egyptian military officer and explosives expert, was one of the so-called Arab Afghans who had fought with the Mujahideen against the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan and an early aide to Bin Laden. Better known as Saif al-Adel, his leadership role grew in the mid-1990s, as he became head of Al-Qaeda’s Security Committee and a supervisor of the group’s external operations. He was a member of the inner circle that was briefed on the planned September 11 attacks on New York and Washington in 2001, though the US government believes he was among the senior figures who opposed the operation. [16]

Saif al-Adel traveled between Afghanistan and Iran during the late 1990s, enabling him to develop a relationship with security officers in Tehran. After the US invasion of Afghanistan, Saif al-Adel was responsible for receiving jihadist leaders in Iran and arranging their stay there. In 2002 this became a formal agreement with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) to provide safe haven for jihadist leaders in Iranian territory in return for coordinating efforts to target the United States, which invaded Iraq in March 2003. [17] The Iranian side quickly backed out after immense pressure from the US and Saudi Arabia, detaining a large number of senior jihadist figures, including Al-Wuhayshi, who was handed over to Yemen, and Saif al-Adel, who was kept under house arrest while receiving special treatment.

From there, Saif al-Adel was able to organize a number of external operations, including the May 2003 bombings in Riyadh, [18] although being trapped in Iran meant he had little opportunity to rise within the ranks of Al-Qaeda while younger figures from Yemen and North Africa became prominent, taking on leading roles. In 2008, Saif al-Adel began to provide some advice to Al-Qaeda’s leadership in Yemen, especially with regard to external operations. Al-Wuhayshi consulted him on operations launched by Al-Qaeda’s branch in Yemen such as the 2009 assassination attempt against Saudi Deputy Interior Minister Prince Mohammed bin Nayef, and the botched bombing of a US passenger plane later the same year when explosives hidden in the underwear of Nigerian jihadist Omar Farouq Abdulmuttalib failed to detonate. [19]

At the time, Al-Wuhayshi and Bin Laden had a shared assessment that Saif al-Adl was not a suitable candidate for a larger role in the general leadership of the group, despite his skill in

[19] From a jihadist source in Al-Qaeda in Yemen, February 2022; confirmed by a leader close to the leadership in Afghanistan, March 2022.
organizing attacks. This was likely because Saif al-Adel was in Iran and seen as too close to IRGC chief Qassem Soleimani, as well as the fact that he had previously disobeyed bin Laden's directives on several occasions. Overall, Bin Laden was preparing the ground for a transfer of power to the second generation of jihadists and leaned toward promoting Al-Wuhayshi more than members of the old guard who had fought with him against the Soviet Union, foremost among them Saif al-Adel.

**Saif al-Adel Chooses to Stay in Iran Despite Deal to Release Him**

Between 2010 and 2011, Iran allowed Bin Laden's family, who were also stuck in Iran, to leave for Afghanistan under a negotiated agreement. Al-Qaeda would release Iranian diplomat Heshmat Allah Zadeh (who was kidnapped in northern Pakistan in the winter of 2008) in exchange for the release of Iran-held Al-Qaeda operatives, including Bin Laden's favorite son Hamza and his mother Khairiyya Saber, in addition to two other sons, Osman and Mohammed, who were later released. After the bitter sectarian violence in Iraq during the early years of the US occupation and growing signs of an uprising against its Syrian ally in 2011, Iran was hoping to neutralize the threat of Sunni jihadism and redirect it toward Western interests. However, the death of Bin Laden – who had supported that strategy – quickly led to renewed tension between Iran and Sunni jihadist groups. AQAP then began to look for new means to pressure Tehran into releasing the Al-Qaeda leaders still in its custody.

It was Al-Wuhayshi's idea – with Al-Zawahiri's approval – to kidnap the Iranian cultural attaché in Sana'a, Noor Ahmad Nikbakht, in 2013. The two sides negotiated for two years, leading to a prisoner exchange in March 2015. The deal called for Iran to release five senior Al-Qaeda figures, including Saif al-Adel, in exchange for AQAP releasing the Iranian diplomat. But when the Al-Qaeda members arrived in the border region by Afghanistan, Saif al-Adel surprisingly announced that he preferred to stay in Iran and had secured Iranian support for ongoing operations against Western interests. This included granting him freedom of movement so that he could arrange secret meetings with branch leaders, both in person and via secure communications equipment he was given, and providing protection against US drone strikes. Saif al-Adel's only complaint was a lack of trust between Al-Qaeda jihadists and the Iranian regime, which was closely monitoring his activities, but his close personal

---


[24] From a jihadist leader who was a part of the group that received the released leaders on the Iran-Afghanistan border and who was close to Al-Zawahiri, March 2022. For more details, see 'Why did Saif al-Adel refuse to leave Iran? Hassan Abu Haniedy reveals details," Akhbar Alan Documentaries, August 13, 2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOXzZegjKdE&time_continue=1975
relationship with Qassem Soleimani, the IRGC Quds Forces leader killed in a targeted US missile strike in Iraq in 2020, helped smooth over relations with his hosts.

In the first half of 2015, when AQAP had control of the Hadramawt coast in south Yemen, Yemeni figures were able to sail from Mukalla port for meetings with Saif al-Adel in Iran to discuss new operations. A high-ranking figure in the Yemeni branch who participated in one of these trips said Saif al-Adel was trying to find ways of building a network of influence for himself in Yemen despite the resistance of Al-Wuhayshi and his loyal lieutenants. Until Al-Wuhayshi’s death in June 2015, he limited himself to providing advice to the Yemeni leader on how to direct men and cash to Syria and other places.

**Saif al-Adel Gets Iranian Funding, Sends Son to Yemen**

There were just four months between the release of Saif al-Adel from jail in Iran and the US drone strike that killed Al-Wuhayshi in Mukalla. Abu Baseer’s death was the biggest blow to Al-Qaeda since the killing of Osama bin Laden, but it was a gift to Saif al-Adel. Qassim al-Raymi took over leadership of Al-Qaeda in Yemen during a difficult period of internal crises and external threats but similar backgrounds began to draw Al-Raymi closer to Saif al-Adel. As military officers in the group, both responsible for coordinating external operations and security-related functions.

Al-Wuhayshi had largely embraced the strategic shift made by Al-Zawahiri in 2011 toward placing internal activities that expanded control on the ground on a par with the external activities that were seen as the group’s *raison d’être*. But Al-Raymi still leaned more toward focusing on the external enemy, a primary reason he did not hesitate in withdrawing AQAP forces from Mukalla in 2016 or other areas that came under Saudi-led coalition or Houthi control during the conflict. Although Al-Raymi remained loyal to Al-Zawahiri, admiring his ideological vision and respecting his status as Bin Laden’s confidante and successor, he also liked Saif al-Adel’s focus on cleaning Al-Qaeda’s house from within to prevent infiltration, as well as his view that it was the West that should be confronted rather than Iran and its network of proxies in the Arab region.

The first direct communication between the two occurred early in 2016 when Al-Raymi directed Rasheed al-Sanaani, one of his most trusted lieutenants, to take large amounts of cash seized in Mukalla to a remote area on the Iranian coast. Al-Sanaani and four others in his posse met Saif al-Adel there in the presence of IRGC officers.

---


[26] Ibid.

[27] Some of the jihadist leaders who withdrew from active participation in the group and strongly objected to Saif al-Adel’s policies have accused him openly of being involved in Al-Wuhayshi’s killing, after Saif al-Adel was previously accused of having killed high-ranking members that he did not approve of.

Al-Sanaani, a lead planner of the attempted assassination of Saudi Prince Mohammed bin Nayef, handed Saif al-Adel the money and received instructions to give similar amounts to the Al-Qaeda branches in Somalia and Syria. Saif al-Adel also described himself during the meeting as the real leader of Al-Qaeda in Syria, and, most importantly, he also charged Al-Sanaani with taking his son back with him to Yemen. To date, the real name of Saif al-Adel's son remains unknown, though he is known to go by Mohammed al-Hadrami and Ibn al-Madani, among other pseudonyms. But his role in Yemen steadily grew as he became one of the main links between the Al-Qaeda branch in Yemen and his father in Iran, particularly after Qassim al-Raymi and his military officer Ammar al-Sanaani (no relation to Rasheed) were killed in 2020 and 2022, respectively.[29]

Saif al-Adel won the support of the Yemeni branch and used it to increase his direct influence in Syria. When in 2018 Saif al-Adel engineered the creation of a new Al-Qaeda group in Syria called Hurras al-Din (the Guardians of Religion), he established a channel for transferring funds and fighters from Yemen to Syria via Ammar al-Sanaani in Yemen and Abu Bilal al-Sanaani (no relation to Rasheed and Ammar), a Hurras al-Din leader in Syria.[30] Coordination through this channel continued until 2020 when Abu Bilal al-Sanaani was killed in an airstrike in Syria, after which Saif al-Adel used the channel to link Ammar al-Sanaani with another jihadist leader in Hurras al-Din, Abu Hamza al-Yemeni. The two sides continued to communicate until US forces killed Ammar al-Sanaani in a drone strike in March 2022. According to the US military, Abu Hamza al-Yemeni met the same fate three months later.[31]

Saif al-Adel Directs Al-Raymi to Attack the US but Al-Zawahiri Unaware

During 2017 and 2018, Saif al-Adel worked to expand his influence in Yemen by involving himself in the group's internal arrangements as much as possible. He advised Al-Raymi to give the task of purging spies inside the organization to veteran jihadist Ibrahim Abu Saleh, one of the group of Egyptians who formed the core of Al-Qaeda in Yemen in the late 1990s, along with Al-Zawahiri and Saif al-Adel. Abu Saleh is currently the group's security officer.[32]

Militarily, Saif al-Adel was keen to ensure the rise of a leadership cadre loyal to him personally, including Ammar al-Sanaani, who became the group's deputy military officer and later chief military officer. Saif al-Adel favored people who had a more violent approach to leadership positions within the group during the comprehensive restructuring process that Qassim al-Raymi had been conducting since 2017.[33]
In 2019, Saif al-Adel started to show further signs of independence from the Afghanistan leadership, exercising more direct control over Al-Raymi. In December of that year, a Saudi national named Mohammad al-Shahrani conducted a lone wolf attack against US military recruits at the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Florida. Expecting the Islamic State to announce responsibility, members of the Yemeni branch were surprised to find Al-Raymi claiming the attack as an AQAP operation in a recorded video statement released just days after his death on January 29. [34]

The announcement not only angered the members of the group in Yemen; it was a shock too to the central leadership in Afghanistan, who objected to the lack of coordination over an operation inside US territory. It transpired that Saif al-Adel was the one who organized the operation, without consulting al-Zawahiri, while Al-Qaeda in Yemen had nothing to do with it – despite it being carried out in its name. [35]

The Rise of Batarfi and Saif al-Adel’s Plan for an Attack in Al-Mahra

Appointed as AQAP’s replacement emir for Al-Raymi, Khalid Batarfi had a different relationship with Saif al-Adel, one based far less on a sense of equal footing and similar worldview that governed the relationship between Al-Raymi and Saif al-Adel. Saif al-Adel had played an important role in installing the Saudi national Batarfi as Al-Raymi’s successor over Batarfi’s young rival, the Yemeni AQAP figure Saad al-Awlqi. Batarfi was also surrounded by a tight network of jihadist leaders who were personally loyal to Saif al-Adel, most importantly Saif al-Adel’s son as well as Ibrahim Abu Saleh and Ammar al-Sanaani (killed in 2022). [36]

Batarfi was also viewed within AQAP itself as a weak leader, lacking the personal charisma and experience of Al-Wuhayshi and Al-Raymi, and this made him more inclined to accept Saif al-Adel’s direction – not least since the organization was reeling from losses in Shabwa, Al-Bayda, and Abyan. A leader in the group describes Batarfi as “a man well-versed in political and religious matters but extremely hesitant to make decisions.” Saif al-Adel supported Batarfi as the new leader precisely because of these weaknesses, hoping to separate the Yemeni leadership from the general leadership in Afghanistan as a precursor to establishing a new stage for jihadist action in Yemen based on prioritizing external operations against Western interests. [37]

Since 2020, Saif al-Adel has been able to convince Batarfi of his strategic approach, focused on confronting Western states and their allies in Yemen – the Saudi-led coalition, the Aden-based government, the United Arab Emirates and its allies – rather than confronting the Iranian-backed Houthi movement. Batarfi was enthusiastic about the idea, and viewed striking Western interests with a well-planned operation as the shortest path to AQAP reclaiming

[35] Information from a jihadist leader close to Al-Zawahiri, March 2022; confirmed by another jihadi leader in Yemen in February 2022.
[37] Ibid.
the pioneering role that had won it such credibility within the jihadist movement in the past. Such an operation would also increase Batarfi’s legitimacy as a leader and help him overcome the internal crises that he faced.

In May 2020, media reports said a British ship had been targeted off the coast of Hadramawt. No one formally claimed responsibility for the incident, but a high-ranking figure in AQAP confirmed the group was behind the attack, which had the aim of luring more foreign forces into Al-Mahra and Hadramawt before launching a damaging war of attrition against them.

After the Hadramawt operation, AQAP began training secret cells in Al-Mahra to carry out an attack involving more than 15 suicide bombers. Based on the directives of Saif al-Adel, Batarfi tasked the most qualified field commanders in Yemen with leading the operation: Saleh al-Hadidi and Khaled al-Qusaimi.

At the beginning of October 2020, Al-Hadidi and Al-Qusaimi were busy preparing the operation, which was planned to take place on the first anniversary of Al-Raymi’s death. But local security forces and the Saudi-led coalition launched a surprise security crackdown that included raids on three homes where the jihadists were staying. A number of Al-Qaeda militants were killed and others were captured during the ensuing clashes. In December 2020, the same scenario was repeated in Al-Shihr district on the Hadramawt coast when security forces managed to capture an AQAP cell monitoring international shipping lanes.

This fiasco provoked internal anger over Batarfi’s leadership decisions and the increased interference of Saif al-Adel. When a number of senior figures who had been opposed to the operations contacted Al-Qaeda’s leadership in Afghanistan, they received confirmation that Batarfi had been acting alone without approval from the top. Furthermore, according to a figure close to Al-Zawahiri, the leadership in Afghanistan “completely refused the idea of targeting Western interests in Yemen under existing conditions, since this would have significant negative consequences for the group in Yemen and Sunnis there in general, and would be in the interests of the Houthis.”

Despite the rising internal criticism, Batarfi did not stop providing significant support to Saif al-Adel. In 2021, Batarfi ordered Yunus al-Hadrami, AQAP’s media officer, to travel with two other individuals to the Omani border and then on to Iran with 10 million Saudi riyals for Saif al-Adel. But security forces in Oman captured them and seized the cash.

---

[39] From a Yemeni leader in Al-Qaeda, February 2022; confirmed by Yemeni security sources.
[40] Ibid.
[41] From a jihadist leader who withdrew from AQAP, July 2022; confirmed by a current leader in Al-Qaeda’s Yemen branch.
[42] From a non-Yemeni jihadist leader who was close to Al-Zawahiri, March 2022. Houthi forces were advancing at the time in Marib and Shabwa.
[43] From a jihadist leader who withdrew from AQAP, July 2022; the information was confirmed by a non-Yemeni leader close to the central Al-Qaeda leadership in Afghanistan.
PART THREE:
THE REPERCUSSIONS OF SAIF AL-adel’S INFLUENCE

Saif al-Adel Fuels Divisions Within the Group

During Al-Raymi’s time in charge, Al-Qaeda in Yemen faced deep internal disputes. A large number of high-ranking members chose to withdraw from active membership in objection to the group’s policies, while others continued to express dissent without relinquishing their roles. The differences revolved around two issues. The first was Al-Raymi’s use of violence – detaining, torturing, and executing those suspected of acting as moles – to resolve internal disputes and accusations of treason within the group that some felt were made without evidence; the second was the growing role of Saif al-Adel, the Al-Qaeda leader living in Iran while the group’s Yemeni branch was engaged in a war against Iran’s Houthi allies in Yemen.

Al-Raymi’s policy had generally been to de-escalate tensions with internal critics and those who chose to withdraw from active membership by trying to convince them that cooperation with Saif al-Adel only concerned external operations and had nothing to do with their activities inside Yemen. In many cases, Al-Raymi would send Rasheed al-Sanaani and Ammar al-Sanaani to the doubters in an effort to explain the leadership’s view that Saif al-Adel should not be seen as an agent of the Iranians and works – even if under house arrest – to serve the jihadist cause. The two leaders also stressed that Al-Qaeda and Iran share common ground in their hostility towards the United States but that this should not affect Al-Qaeda’s position toward the Houthi movement.

A few leaders who had withdrawn called for Al-Raymi to face internal investigation, but the vast majority of jihadist leaders in Yemen remained loyal to him, although they expressed objections to some of his decisions. This changed considerably with the rise of Batarfi, who lacked the jihadist credentials of Al-Raymi and the domineering ability to keep everyone in line. Second-tier jihadists now began to call for the removal of AQAP’s new emir.

The position of the top-tier leaders of Al-Qaeda in Yemen toward the interventions of Saif al-Adel have varied, but it is remarkable that none of the jihadist leaders have ever questioned Saif Al-Adel’s competence or loyalty to Al-Qaeda – only opposition to him for strategic or tactical reasons. Some felt that his focus on external operations wasn’t suitable for the Yemeni branch at that time, while other AQAP leaders in Yemen refused to work closely with him on

---

[44] This term is used to denote the middle ground between completely defecting from the group and taking a position of open opposition within the group. The member quits the functions they had been tasked with and returns home, without renouncing the organization or its aims. They may return to active membership if the issue in dispute is resolved. The first members to withdraw in this manner was the group loyal to Abu Omar al-Nahdi, the former emir of Mukalla, after which it became quite common.

[45] Information from a jihadist leader in AQAP who withdrew from active membership in 2021, July 2022.

[46] Ibid.
the basis of his presence in Iran. Khabib al-Sudani was one of the senior figures who objected the most to Saif al-Adel's interference in determining internal AQAP policies, but he did not object in principle to a role in external operations, within limits. [47]

The young AQAP leader Saad al-Awlaqi is known to agree that the first generation of Mujahideen, including Saif al-Adel, have a right to continue to run Al-Qaeda and its various branches. He tried on numerous occasions to bring Batarfi closer to Al-Zawahiri and mend the rift between Al-Zawahiri and Saif al-Adel, though his initiatives failed to overcome the divisions. But despite his respect for Saif al-Adel, Al-Awlaqi believes the Yemeni branch should maintain the autonomy it gained during the time of Al-Wuhayshi as well as keep the group's focus on fighting the Houthi movement. So while Saif al-Adel can be consulted on AQAP’s external operations and on setting its internal policies, neither he nor Batarfi should take decisions unilaterally, without having reverted to central command in Afghanistan or AQAP’s Shura council. [48]

Ibrahim Abu Saleh, the highest-ranking security officer in the group and a close associate of Batarfi, has avoided publicly engaging in the dispute over Saif al-Adel. He has argued that this is outside the scope of his competencies – which are limited to the internal security aspects – and that decisions on strategic affairs and external operations are the prerogative of Al-Qaeda’s emir in Yemen. But this neutrality works in Saif al-Adel's favor, and privately Abu Saleh plays a key role influencing Batarfi's decisions, all of which now align with Saif al-Adel's directives. [49]

After Al-Zawahiri

Saif al-Adel succeeded in tightening his grip over Al-Qaeda in three stages:

1. Increasing his personal influence over regional commanders in Yemen, Somalia, and Syria;
2. Creating strong connections between men loyal to him within the leadership of the different branches; and
3. Weakening the relationship between these regional branches and the central command in Afghanistan, then completely cutting those links.

Saif al-Adel was of the belief that as soon as Al-Zawahiri left the scene his path to leadership of Al-Qaeda – even if not immediate – would be smooth. While his residence in Iran has protected him from US assassination attempts, it has also placed significant obstacles before his aspiration to lead the group.

[47] This information was provided by a senior figure in AQAP, February 2022, and another senior figure who has withdrawn from active participation in AQAP, July 2022.

[48] Ibid.

[49] Ibid.
Saif al-Adel has repeatedly tried to convince the Iranians that he should move to Yemen. In 2020, he coordinated his operations with the Iranians in Al-Mahra and Hadramawt in an effort to demonstrate the benefit of having him there permanently to launch operations against shared adversaries. But IRGC officials categorically rejected the idea out of fear that Saif al-Adel would find a way to operate independently once he slips outside their control.  

Not only that—Saif al-Adel is known to have told a large number of leading AQAP figures that he intends to move the group's central command to Yemen, with himself either moving to Yemen or leading from Iran as a shadow commander. He has also promised to send leaders from abroad to back Batarfi and help him manage the group.

Until that is achieved, there are three possible scenarios at this stage for the future of Al-Qaeda after the demise of Al-Zawahiri:

1. The appointment of a new emir to rival Saif al-Adel, while Saif al-Adel would remain the de facto leader regarding external operations and supervision of Al-Qaeda branches in Syria, Yemen, and Somalia. So far there have not been any nominees with sufficient influence to compete with Saif al-Adel. The sole other candidate is thought to be Al-Zawahiri's son-in-law Abdelrahman al-Maghrebi, a member of the first generation of jihadists. Al-Maghrebi is currently the external communications officer, running the Al-Sahab Media unit; he is also known to be living in Iran.  

2. The appointment of a new emir allied to Saif al-Adel who moves the central command out of Afghanistan, perhaps to Yemen. Here, Batarfi is a potential candidate. But due to the internal divisions he faces and the string of losses the local branch in Yemen has suffered in recent years, it seems unlikely Batarfi would be chosen, let alone be in a position to make Yemen a safe haven for Al-Qaeda. Abu Obaidah Ahmad Omar, the leader of Al-Shabaab in Somalia, is being cited internally as a strong candidate to take over. Currently, Al-Shabaab is the strongest branch of them all, controlling significant financial resources and large swathes of territory, and this enables it to establish safe havens for Al-Qaeda leaders. Abu Obaidah has a good relationship with both Saif al-Adel and the senior leadership in Yemen, including Batarfi, and his nomination has been welcomed by AQAP leaders.

3. The formal appointment of Saif al-Adel as the new emir of Al-Qaeda. If he were chosen and given allegiance by the various branches while remaining in Iran, the implicit coordination between Tehran and Al-Qaeda would become public and unequivocal, amounting to a strategic alliance along the lines of Iran's relationship with Sunni groups like Islamic Jihad and Hamas in Gaza. Saif al-Adel's appointment as Al-Qaeda's overall leader would likely entail his departure from Iran, either to Yemen, Somalia, or Afghanistan. Until this happens, however, Saif al-Adel will take advantage of the ongoing leadership vacuum to consolidate himself as the de facto leader of Al-Qaeda until conditions are conducive to declaring himself the official leader.

---

[51] Ibid.
LEADERSHIP FROM IRAN: HOW AL- QAEDA IN YEMEN FELL UNDER THE SWAY OF SAIF AL- ADEL

Saif al-Adel and the Future of Al-Qaeda in Yemen

In light of the current political and military situation in Yemen, and the shift of jihadist leadership from Afghanistan to Iran, we can expect two short- and medium-term developments in the behavior of AQAP.

1. There will likely be an increased focus inside Yemen on attacking Western interests as well as Saudi-led coalition forces (present in southern and eastern Yemen) and their local allies in the anti-Houthi camp. Throughout 2022, Al-Qaeda’s media promoted a new official position that considers the Presidential Leadership Council (PLC), created under Saudi and UAE auspices in April 2022 to replace former president Abdo Rabbu Mansour Hadi, as their main enemy. The group has also talked in its official statements about the importance of “liberating occupied south Yemen” from “infidel” foreign forces as well as local military and security forces such as those affiliated with the Southern Transitional Council (STC), without addressing the issue of the Houthi movement’s control of most of northern Yemen.

2. There will be worsening internal disputes among first-tier members regarding leadership style and the strategic direction that Al-Qaeda should adopt in Yemen. The number of second-tier leaders withdrawing from active membership will likely increase due to the weak leadership of Batarfi, the growing influence of Saif al-Adel, and the shrinking territory under AQAP’s control in Yemen. The situation will become more complicated in the absence of a veteran leader like Al-Zawahiri, whose prestige often enabled him to de-escalate such divisions in the past.

If AQAP goes down the path of attacks against Western, Saudi, and UAE interests in Yemen, it will significantly complicate the current balance of power and present a real threat to UN de-escalation efforts and the fragile stability that has held despite the lapse of the 2022 truce in October, especially in areas under the control of the internationally recognized government. Deepening internal conflicts, on the other hand, could tempt AQAP’s current leadership under Batarfi into an effort to stay relevant and maintain group cohesion through a major attack that would prove disruptive to the delicate political and security situation in the country.

In January, Batarfi met with a number of field commanders, including Abu al-Haija al-Hadidi, Abu Ali al-Disi, Abu Osama al-Diyani, and Abu Muhammad al-Lahji, asking them to prepare teams to carry out car bombings and suicide attacks in Shabwa, Abyan, Hadramawt, and Aden governorates. Batarfi formed a fighters’ mobilization committee headed by Al-Disi, who is in charge of AQAP’s religious and ideological affairs section. Batarfi also directed Al-Hadidi, who is the local emir of Al-Qaeda in Shabwa and Abyan governorates, to mobilize more fighters to carry out operations against the STC’s military and security forces. Although in his last media appearance Batarfi tried to address internal criticisms by lashing out against Iran and the Houthi movement, in recent meetings he has in fact directed AQAP’s field leaders not to carry out any attacks in Houthi-held areas at all.

---

[54] Assim Taha al-Sabri, “A preemptive plan for the leader of Al-Qaeda in Yemen to strike liberated governorates with explosives [AR],” Akbar Alan, January
An increase in Al-Qaeda operations against the anti-Houthi camp could destroy the already weak opportunities for peace in the country. On one hand, it would shift the international focus away from the peace process to counterterrorism activities. Any Al-Qaeda operations that target foreign soldiers in Yemen or strike regional or Western interests outside Yemen’s borders will instantly make fighting AQAP the new and urgent international priority. On the other hand, strikes against the government’s military, political, and economic interests will only further disturb the balance of power and weaken its position vis-à-vis the Houthis. AQAP attacks could also reignite tension between the Islah party and the STC, two major players in the anti-Houthi camp.

The clear involvement of Al-Qaeda in the fighting against Houthi forces in 2015 and 2016 helped feed the international community’s fear of the jihadist group benefiting from the war, prompting the US and its allies to exercise significant pressure on Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and the government to avoid military escalation. Today, the common ground that has emerged between AQAP and the Houthi movement will require increased regional and international pressure on Tehran and its Houthi allies in Yemen to curb their increasing coordination with Al-Qaeda and prevent it from going any further. This, in turn, would require the international community to give up the short-sighted belief that the Houthi movement can be an ally in combating terrorism in Yemen.

Ultimately, the rise of Saif al-Adel has not only shifted the direction of Al-Qaeda’s operations in Yemen; it has impacted the group’s ideological thinking and strategic approach too, bringing it more in alignment with Iranian interests in Yemen and the region. Recent reports suggest that it is not only Houthi forces that Iran is supplying now with weapons – its smuggling networks appear to be funneling arms to Al-Qaeda in Somalia via its Houthi allies in Yemen.

In the long term, the Houthi authorities are likely to benefit from a rise in Sunni jihadist activity in Yemen since it provides a justification for their military expansion under the banner of counterterrorism. Meanwhile, they use Al-Qaeda’s presence in areas outside their control as a cover for unclaimed operations such as the assassination of opponents and targeting of international interests, as has happened in the past, while claiming that these acts are the work of the jihadists. Suspected Houthi attacks on commercial shipping in Al-Mahra and Hadramawt began in December 2020, the attacks expanded in recent months to include...
overt targeting of oil terminals, causing significant damage to the government’s finances. Yet Iran and its allies in Yemen were emboldened to pursue this new strategy just months after Al-Qaeda had begun planning similar operations in the same governorates – an initiative that was the brainchild of Saif al-Adel in Iran.\[59\]

\[59\] The first drone attack was in December 2020, when a British ship was targeted in A-Mahra, several months after a similar attack by Al-Qaeda in Hadramawt. This pattern of operations continued until it reached a peak in late 2022 when the Houthis openly adopted it as a bargaining chip in its economic warfare with the government. In other words, the Houthis are using Al-Qaeda today in two ways: as a cover for some security operations of its own and as a means of testing the reactions of its adversaries before adopting new forms of operation, which have now changed the nature of the conflict.
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